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Hilariously funny and deliciously romantic 'clean teen' fiction for teens. Perfect for fans of Geek Girl and
Louise Rennison.

Everybody wants to be a famous It Girl. Don't they?

Anna Huntley's aims in life:

1) Must keep my two lovely new (and only) school friends by not doing anything in usual manner of socially
inept dork and outcast.

2) Train Dog (my labrador) to high-five. This is probably the most ambitious life goal on this list.

3) Do not set the school's Deputy Queen Bee mean girl's hair on fire (again).

4) Work out whether 2) and 3) constitute being socially inept or outcastish.

5) Go to Africa and give out rice.

6) To hide in a cupboard FOR LIFE with Dog now Dad is engaged to one of the most famous actresses
EVER, the paparazzi want to spash my face all over the papers and everyone in school (and The World) is
soon to discover the level of my social ineptitude.

7) Is rice a bit done now? Maybe I can give out chocolate in Africa too. I do like chocolate. Must work out
how to do it from the cupboard...



 

Katy Birchall is the exciting debut author of The It Girl. She also works at Country Life magazine where she
is currently the Editorial, Travel, Social Media and Schools Assistant. Katy won the 2011 24/7 Theatre
Festival Award for Most Promising New Writer. Her three pet Labradors are the loves of her life and she is
mildly obsessed with Marvel comics, Jane Austen and World War II spy biographies. She currently lives in
Brixton with her (apparently) much cooler and funnier housemate.
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From reader reviews:

Leona Ferretti:

Book is written, printed, or illustrated for everything. You can know everything you want by a guide. Book
has a different type. As you may know that book is important point to bring us around the world. Next to that
you can your reading expertise was fluently. A reserve The It Girl will make you to always be smarter. You
can feel a lot more confidence if you can know about every little thing. But some of you think that will open
or reading a new book make you bored. It is far from make you fun. Why they can be thought like that?
Have you seeking best book or suited book with you?

George Sanders:

This book untitled The It Girl to be one of several books which best seller in this year, that's because when
you read this guide you can get a lot of benefit on it. You will easily to buy this particular book in the book
retail store or you can order it through online. The publisher of the book sells the e-book too. It makes you
more easily to read this book, as you can read this book in your Smart phone. So there is no reason to you
personally to past this guide from your list.

Crystal Freeman:

Is it a person who having spare time and then spend it whole day through watching television programs or
just laying on the bed? Do you need something new? This The It Girl can be the answer, oh how comes? A
fresh book you know. You are consequently out of date, spending your free time by reading in this fresh era
is common not a geek activity. So what these textbooks have than the others?

Marian Carson:

As we know that book is essential thing to add our knowledge for everything. By a reserve we can know
everything we would like. A book is a set of written, printed, illustrated or blank sheet. Every year ended up
being exactly added. This book The It Girl was filled concerning science. Spend your extra time to add your
knowledge about your science competence. Some people has different feel when they reading any book. If
you know how big good thing about a book, you can truly feel enjoy to read a guide. In the modern era like
today, many ways to get book that you simply wanted.
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